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| Find no reason to believe

that former Congressman Joe Schwaiz violated 2 U.S.C. § 441a(i).

IL BACKGROUND

In 2006, the RSMP-PAC reported $91,300 in independent expenditures for

advertisements supporting Congressman Joe Schwarz's unsuccessful primary election in

Augiwt 2006. Shortly thereafter, the Club for Growth filed a complaint alleging that

coonmiauon 01 ine aavcrasemenis DCiween nwioir -r n\* ana me ocnwaiz vxnnzniuoc couio

be inferred from Schwarz's position on the PAC's Advisory Board. In response, RMSP-

PAC submitted affidavits from the members of its PAC Board at the relevant time, and

ftnrn fianiti f^hamhMrlmn Dfwniolr trwaanrMr nf HlWffiP.PAr^ flmci the ScfiWAT7 Omntnittef!

mhmittflri • mnvinaf* all tiftmnna that ^«*tiwflT7 liBil mv iimut hito the P A.f*B nmcnditnmiIfUlflllliiV^l B • XJlif >il M IW| CU1 WBIIVIIIK UUU OVUVTflftA UHU BUT 1UUIM U1IM UJW A f»%^ • MJfcUVUIUUUwB

and statine that the members of Canness listed on RMSP-PAC's website as the PAC
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1 Advisory Board have no detirioiMiiaking authority^

2 listed as supporters of RMSP-PAC. While these responses did not completely foreclose the

3 possibility of coordination between the Schwaizcaii^aign and RSMP-PAC( we concluded

4 they were sufficiently thorough to rebut the initial basis for the coordination allegation in

5 the complaint See First General Counsel's Report at 4 and 5.

& 6 After the responses were submitted and before we circulated our First General
oo
w 7 Counsel's Report, Club for Growth filed a supplement to the complaint providing excerpts
T

JJ 8 from a 2007 book entitled Freshman Orientation: House Style and Home Style, to further
«r
O 9 support its coordination allegations. The book's author, Edward Sidlow, a professor at
CD
^ 10 Eastern Michigan University, claimed that he interviewed Matt Marsden,1 who worked on

11 Schwarz's 2006 primary election campaign, after Schwarz lost the election, and quoted

12 Mr. Marsden as stating during the interview mat:

13 Main Street did not deliver as they promised they would. They promised to do
14 television ads to counter Club for Growth's early ads, and I hounded them to get
15 their pro-Schwarz stuff on the air, and they kept telling me, its on its way. Yeah,
16 well, when it arrived, more than a month after they promised, it was too little too
17 late....
18
19 See Attachment to the Supplement to the Complaint (eUinses in the original).

20 The Schwarz Committee did not respond to the supplement to the complaint.

21 RMSP-PAC responded that its previous response to the original complaint''covers the

22 issues" addressed in the supplemental complaint. However, there was nothing in the

23 RSMP-PAC and Schwarz Committee responses and affidavits that specifically rebutted

1 The conpbunt described Matt Mmdnu the QmyugnMuigerfOTteSchwiracuivugii. In
ta leeponie to the reuon to believe ̂ iM^f|jt die Schwuz Committee stttM tint Mr. Minden wt§ not die
campaign manager, but Coagremnan Sdiwm'a Chief of Start Tlie Schwm ConnniittBB'i reipome ilio
ititei that Mr. Minden wu an agcm of the Schwanronmiittrfbecttiie
feidiiiillC.FJL§109.3(b). . .
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1 Mr. Maraden's reported statements, and neither committee specifically denied them after

2 receiving the supplement to the complaint Based on the alleged statements made by

3 Mr. Maraden suggesting that there had been discussions between the P AC and me Schwarz

4 Committee in which RMSP-P AC had promised to run ads on behalf of the Schwarz

5 Committee to counter Club for Growth's eaiiy ads, and because the advertisements

6 reported by RSMP-PAC as independent expenditures on behalf of me Schwarz campaign

7 met the payment and content prongs of the coordinated communications regulations, see

8 1 1 C.F.R. §§ 109.21(a) and (cX3), the Commission found reason to believe that RMSP-

9 P AC made, and mat the Schwaiz Committee accepted, and failed to disclose, an excessive

10 contribution, and authorized an mvestigan' on to detenmm whether me conduct prong was

11 satisfied.

12 We have now completed our investigation. Although hampered by a lack of

13 documentation and faulty or mi**î g recall, the evidence showy *hyt RMSP-P AC w*A the

14 Schwaiz Committee, through Sarah Resnick and Matt Marsden, coordinated radio ads that

15 aired in February 2006 and July 2006 that were paid for by RMSP-P AC on behalf of the

16 Schwarz Committee. |

17 I

18 I At the

19 reason to believe stage, the Commission made no frndings as to former Congressman Joe

20 Schwarz. As we old not uncover any mfbnnan* on d^irmg our mvestigationtha^

21 penumftlly participated in cf>otdmsitmg thft enmnnmi^ti^n^

22 Commission find no reason to believe that former Congressman Joe Schwarz violated

23 2 U.S.C. 1 441a(i), and close the file as to him.
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i m. DISCUSSION
2 la the 2004 election cycle, RMSP-PAC made indq>endcot e]q>enditures supporting

3 CongrcBsmanSchwan during the primary, and Club fiw Growth

4 expenditures supporting Schwarz's primary opponent, Tim Walberg. In connection with

5 Schwaiz'a 2006 reelection campaign, the evidence shows that there was an expectation by
on
co 6 both RMSP-PAC and the Schwarz Committee that RMSP-PAC would again support
CO
w 7 Congressman Schwaiz's reelection. Based on discussions between Matt Mareden and
ST

^ 8 Sarah Resnick early in the primary season, Mr Mandtt believed that mere was an
*T

O 9 understanding that the RMSP-PAC would run television and radio ads supporting Schwarz
on
^ 10 as soon as Club for Growm ran ads for his opponent, so that to

11 spend its money on mailings and other non-broadcast efforts. Ms. Resnick has less recall

12 of events than Mr. Marsden, and does not believe she committed RMSP-PAC to follow the

13 course of action outlined by him. Nevertheless, the evidence shows that while Mr.

14 Marsden was ultimately disappointed that RMSP-P AC did not run television ads until me

15 final two weeks of the primary, hi two instances, baaed on documentary evidence and Mr.

16 Manden's statements, RMSP-PAC and the Schwarz Committee coordinated RMSP-PAC

17 radio ads paid for by RMSP-PAC supporting former Congressman Schwaiz's reelection.2

18 A. Overview of Contacts

19 In response to the Commission's reason to believe findings, RMSP-PAC submitted

20 a second affidavit from its treasurer, Sarah Resnick. m this affidavit, Ms. Resnick states

!•«* rnf/i* W^p^A^tt •̂ wfi'f.m*. mi k.tj.H"nif #~ ̂ rfi«Mt» ri>mmitt«« fhr

tewviuon idi, robo nOs nd ]*mti»n- Nondwr Mmdno nor Rciiiuik ncuwd my coBvmitioiii onv thm
nme dncnlied heren, and OCR WM • tack of docunK^^
While our inmtigirinn did not diacovCT evidence of coocdiauioa between RMSP-P AC and the Scfawan
Commttee on these odwr expenditure!, with respect to the television Mb, it ippein thtt the Schwnz

mimm ft««tr«h>H Ky rtm PAf*« AJay {«• ml̂ .Siig «u»li «A .iigĵ ^g that tf^imrm wimm may

! en their timing* RMSP-PAC did oat comply with it
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1 that she recalls a conversation with Matt Nfareden that occun^ approximately three or

2 more months prior to the Schwarz primary election in which Mr. Manden expressed

3 concern fhat Joe Schwarz's primary challenge would be well-funded by Club for Growth,

4 and hoped "Congressman Schwarz's supporters, including RMSP-P AC, would take an

5 active role in defending him." Ms. Resnick avers that she "listened respectfully to

Q 6 Mr. Marsden, but it was already obvious to me that the PAC would be active in the
on
w 7 primary." Ms. Resnick also states that she had another conversation with Mr. Marsden at

8 a fundnising event for Joe Schwarz and o&er members of Congress in which Mr. Marsden

O 9 approached her and said 'Tern better hurry up and come in. We need you. I did not
on
™ 10 respond substantively or engage in a discussion with Mr. Manden about his comment.'*

11 In its response to the reason to believe findings, the Schwaiz Committee stated that

12 Mr. Marsden met with Sarah Resnick sometime in January or February 2005.3 At that

• 13 time, Ms. Resnick reportedly asked whether RMSP-PAC's efforts were helpful to

14 Congressman Schwarz during the 2004 election. Mr . Marsden answered that the Schwarz

15 Committee appreciated RMSP-PAC's efforts on its behalf According to me Schwarz

16 ffrmmittee reapmM^ Mf Pfsnick stated that RMSP-PAC would pg"" provide

17 to Congressman Schwarz once Club for Growth selected a candidate to run against him in

18 the 2006 election. I^em 2005, at a mndraiser, Ms. Resnick reportedly 'Volum«ered[^

19 Marsden] that right after Club for Growth started putting advertisements on the air for

20 Walberg, the RMSP-PAC would put out advertisements to assist Congressman Schwarz.*'

1 The Schwin&nimittce'i narrative rc^^
KnowUoo, and attKbed a brief affidavit from Mr. MiiKknititingthit he h^r«d Mr. Kncwltoii'i letter
and "the itotmndB of bet that 1111100 m" the tetter MaretnwtothBbeitofmypenaaalkiiotidedg«aDd
reooNection." Thua^ kippeantbit Mr. Minden adopted the aaiertioa in the re^^^
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1 We contacted Edward Sidlow, the author of a book referenced m the supplemental

2 complaint, and obtained a tape of his interview with Matt Marsden. The tape included

3 statements by Mr. Marsden that indicated broader contacts between Mr. Manden and

4 Ms. Resnick than stated in the submissioos to the Commission. For example, Mr. Marsden

5 slated that "Urn, we had spent the better part of the last year gearing up for the campaign.

•"[ 6 I had spent time with Sarah [Resnick] and Main Street and explained to her exactly how
en
w 7 I saw things going down, which is exactly the way they went down/'in terms of Club for
«T
<M 8 Growth running early advertisements for Congressman Schwarz'sprimaiy opponent, Tim
*f

Q 9 Walberg. Mr. Marsden also stated in his interview with Mr. Sidlow that Mthe plan between
CD
(N 10 us and Main Street was that we would continue to do what we were doing using our mail

11 and ground game, while they would come in and defend us, be a [sic] positive ad spots on

12 Joe Schwarz, matching them dollar for dollar. No matter, when they came in, Main Street

13 would be ready to go." Mr. Manden complains in the interview that RMSP-PAC did not

14 do its part because it ran television ads only in the last two weeks before the primary, and

15 the Schwarz campaign had to make expenditures for advertisements late in the primary

16 season that it had not planned to have to make. Speaking of Sarah Resnick, Mr. Marsden

17 stated, "we had given to her the opposition research. She had everything she needed to go

18 after Walberg. And do it in a way that was devastating. Uh, she chose not to."

19 When we interviewed Matt Marsden about his comments to Mr. Sidlow, he

20 acknowledged that he and Deputy Campaign Manager, Louis Meizlish, met with

21 Ms. Resnick in early 2005 to discuss the 2004 race, and he also interacted with her at

22 fundraising events and on Capitol Hill. He denied that the meeting in early 2005 was a

23 strategic meeting, describing it rather M a dghriefuifc fr'«CT«ffrg "ft** tfiey h«d Aim* J" frg
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\ 2004 election and "what walked and what didn't work." With regard to his comments

2 concerning a "plan" between the Schwaiz Committee and RMSP-PAC, he told us that there

3 was an undeiBtandmg that RMSP-PAC woiiU According to

4 Mr. Manden, "there was an assumption that triey would do it a This was my

5 assumption thiiikmg that they woiild do TV an^

£J 6 money could be better used somewhere else." He said that no details wore shared with
o>
KI 7 Resnick, but there was an expectation of RMSP-PAC's support, because Congressman
*T
™ 8 Schwarz had attended fundraisers and raised money for RMSP-PAC. Mr. Manden
'SI
Q 9 confirmed that he had given opposition research to Ms. Resnick at the meeting in early
0>
^ 10 2005, which he described as a file folder containing notes, maps and news cups, so "we

11 knew she had the information from early 2005, polmig data, opposition research, eto., to

12 not use it would seem pretty stupid."

13 We also requested documents from bom the PAC and the Schwartz Committee

14 relating to communications between them in the period from January 1,2005 to August 8,

15 2006, the date of the primary election, and copies of ads created tor or by RMSP- PAC

16 relating to Congressman Schwarz's 2006 election campaign. In response to our request,

17 theSdiwaraCoiiimitteepnnridriiisw^

18 any of the computers that were used during Congressman Schwarz's 2006 re-election

19 campaign. RMSP-PAC provided several 2006 e-mails from Matt Manden to Sarah

20 Resnick, a radio ad transcript, transcripts of a television ad, a video of a television ad and a

21 newspaper article, and stated that these were the only documents that it could locate that

22 were responsive to our request. Two of the 2006 e-mails from Matt Manden to Sarah

23 Resnick provided by the RMSP-PAC include suggestions by Manden concerning the
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1 content and distribution of ads that RMSP-PAC could run on behalf of Ac Schwarz

2 Committee, which RSMP-PAC apparently acted on. At the time the PAC submitted the

3 documents, Sarah Resnick also retained separate counsel.

4 B. The Febrauy 2006 Radio Ads

5 In an e-mail dated January 23,2006 from Matt Manden to Ms. Resnick, Manden
Ml
o 6 stated, "Per our conversation on Friday, I have attached an idea for your consideration.
en
KI 7 I am sure you folks are far more creative but maybe it will get the ball rolling. We have
•sj
™ 8 confirmation T. W. [Tim Walberg, Congressman Schwarz's opponent] has purchased air
T
O 9 time in March." Attachment 1. Ms. Resnick responded that "mere was nothing attached-
o>
^ 10 can you give me a call," and Mr. Manden repu'edMIwu^

11 PAC provided the e-mail and attachment to us. The attachment contains a proposed script

12 for a radio ad which begins with "(ominous music) or (some sort of emergency broadcast

13 sound)" and the statement "This is a Warning." The script states, among other things, "The

14 challenger is a fringe candidate who lacks the experience or the record of Congressman Joe

15 Schwarz Beware of Tim Walberg- he is bought and paid for by money from

16 Washington special interests. This has been a warning of the Political Truth System." Id.

17 In her third affidavit, submitted after the eniails were provided, Ms. Resnick states that the

18 January 23,2006 e-mail references a conversation that took place on January 20 and an

19 apparent idea of Mr. Manden for an ad containing a "wamiiig" by the "Poh'tical Truth

20 System," but she "has no recollection of the conversation itself." She further states "to the

21 best of my knowledge, the 'Political Truth System* was never developed or furthered in

22 any way by anyone working on behalf of the PAC."
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1 We contacted radio stations broadcasting in Congressman Schwaxz's district and

2 learned that one week after this email, on February lf 2006, RMSP-PAC paid $1,005 to

3 Gear Channel Communications and Friends ConTmiinicatiorm for radio ads. Gear Channel

4 Communications (WBCK) provided us wimdo<nimentation mat it ran an RMSP-PAC ad

5 between January 31,2006 arid Fcbniary 3,2006 for a cost of $405 a^

"* 6 the ad. It begins wilh patriotic music and then states "Congressman Joe Schwarz is a leader

OT 7 with experience... dedication to service... a strong Republican record [ellipses in the
•sx
<N g original]." It also states that some mdlvidiiais.ulwTmWalberg.aredistortirig
*T

Q 9 Congressman Schwarz's record, and "his [Tim Walberg's] campaign is bankrolled by a
<*
rsi 10 group of Washington special interests." Attachment 2. Thus, while Ms. Resnick did not

11 broadcast the exact script that Mr. Marsden suggested as a start to "get the baU rolling,"

12 one week after Matt Marsden suggested to Ms. Resnick that RMSP-PAC run a radio ad

13 attacking Walberg for being tied to Washington special interests, RMSP-PAC ran such an

14 ad. In an interview with Matt Marsden, he acknowleged that his January 23,2006 e-mail to

15 Sarah Resnick was a suggestion to RMSP-PAC to run an ad. According to Mr. Marsden,

16 John Tniacott, fhe Schwaiz Committee's media buyer, aiithored the proposed ad script and

17 Marsden gave input for it. However, he stated that he had no other input on the actual ad

18 that was run by RMSP-PAC.

19 Friends Communications (WABJ) provided documentation **Mtf an ad for RMSP-

20 PAC also ran on its station between January 31,2006 and February 3,2006, at a cost of

21 $600. Friends Communications did not have a copy of the ad that ran, but stated that it

22 arrived via e-mail (MP3) from RMSP-PAC. It appears mat the ad that ran on WBCK is

23 also the same ad that ran on WABJ because RMSP-PAC made payments to both of these
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1 radio stations on February 1,2006. RMSP-PAC also made payments on February 1,2006

2 to Citadel Broadcasting Company aid to J

3 apparentlyran during this period on radio stations that they own.4

4 TheiaawadiunbyRMSP-PACffiFebniaiy2006wu

5 Committee and RMSP-PAC within the meaning of the Act because it meets the three

6 pronged test for coordination set forth in 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a), (c) and (d). First, me

7 payment prong is met because RMSP-PAC paid a total of $1,005 to WBCK and WABJ

8 radio stations. Second, the content prong is met because the radio ad contains expressly

9 advocated the election of Joe Schwarz to the United States Congress. In the radio ad, Joe

10 Schwarz is described as a leader withMa strong Republican record** as opposed to Tim

11 Walberg. whose "campaign is bankrolled by a group of Washington special interests/* and

12 it urges listeners to "support Congressman Joe Schwaiz, the Congressman with a real

13 Republican record." See Attachment 2. Under the Commission's regulations, a

14 communication contains express advocacy when it uses phrases such as "vote for the

15 President," "re-elect your Congressman,** "support the Democratic nominee,** "cast your

16 ballot for the Republican challenger U.S. Senate in Georgia, or "Smith for Congress.**

17 11 C.F.R. § 100.22(a). Since the ad asks listeners to "support Congressman Joe Schwarz,''

18 it falls squarely within this portion of the regulation. The second part of the regulation

19 encompasses a cornmunication mat, when taken as a whole or wimh^^

20 external events, "could only be interpreted by a reasonable person as containing advocacy

We contacted CaaddBioadeaftmgCona^^
aiiu t^ loMte '^nimfftititJiTn rinnit adt that nn in Frtfmiiy 2flOff Moreover, in « meeting with

RMSP-PAC'i cooniel when we requested documentitioDftomRSMP-PAC detailing when eech ad ran
and how it was paid, RMSP-PAC, through counts!, stated that they have givm us everytiiing that they have
and "die PAC does net even have records of when the ads were nm,niich less which ads were actually
run."
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1 of the election or defeat of one or more clearly identified candidates) because" it contains

2 an "electoral portion" that is "unmistakable, unambiguous, and suggestive of only one

3 meaning" and "reasonable minds could not differ as to whether it encourages actions to

4 elect or defeat one or more clearly identified candidates) or encourages some other land of

5 action." 11 C.F.R. § 100.22(b). The ad references by name me two opposing candidates in
UD
O 6 the upcoming Republican primary, and states that one of them has a "campaign" that "is
en
OT 7 bankrolled by a group of Washington special interests," and explicitly urges "support" of
(Ncj 8 the other. Thus, the "electoral portion" is "iinmistakable, unambiguous, and suggestive of

O 9 only one meaning"-elect Schwarz, not Walberg- and ''reasonable minds could not differ
CD

™ 10 as to whether it encourages actions to elect or defeat one or more clearly identified

11 candidates) or encourages some other kind of action." Third, the conduct prong is

12 satisfied because the radio ad was created and produced at the request or suggestion of the

13 Schwarz Committee based on the e-mail and proposed script sent by Matt Marsden to

14 Sarah Resnick on January 23,2006. See \ 1 C.F.R. § 109.21(dXl).

15 C. The July 2006 Ads

16 On June 15,2006, Mr. Marsden sent another e-mail to Ms. Resnick, on the subject

17 "Radio for Mam Street." Attachments. In the e-mail, Mr. Marsden states "[h]ere are the

18 stations and the areas. We do want to do WAAM in Ann Arbor and WWJ Lansing." Id.

19 This e-mail also contains an e-mail trail (from most to least recent) from earlier on that

20 aamc day from T.oin» M***1'?*1, TVpiity Tampftign Manager, to Matt Manrien, in which

21 Mr. Meizlish writes "WJIM (Urnsing, WBCK (Battte G

22 (Jackson) and WTVB (Coldwater)," followed by "Do you want to hit WAAM Ann

23 Arbor?;" another e-mail from John Tniscott, the Schwarz Committee's media buyer, to
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1 T Jini* Ui»i*li«ti in wfiifth Mr Tmor t̂t My» TfraHiJ [Procreating fin ] ^ap îQlly WTIM

2 in Lansing is a musy [sic]. WBCK.WLEN -to tweak Wally in his back yard, the Jackson

3 am station -drawing a blank on call Itrs. That's a good start;" and an e-mail from

4 Mr. Meizlish to Mr. Truscott stating "Matt wanted me to touch base and see if you had a

5 list of the radio stations on which RMSP should do ads." A/. Thus, the email from Marsden

JjJ 6 to Resnick pro vitoRMSP-P AC wimmfOTn^on on the radio stations on w^
CD
KI 7 Schwazz Committee would like to see RMSP-PAC run ads. Moreover, when we
*I
™ 8 questioned Mr. Marsden why he sent m^ June 15, 2006 e-mail to Ms. Re^

o 9 list of radio stations on which the P AC "should do ads," he said that "we were asked for
en
<N 10 radio stations by Main Street."

11 One month later, between July 17, 2006 and July 23, 2006, RMSP-PAC ran ads on

12 radio stations WBCK, WKHM, Citadel Broadcasting Company's WJIM in Lansing, three

13 of the stations referenced in the email, as well as on Citadel Broadcasting Company owned

14 radio station WTTL (also in Lansing), costing a total of $5,878. RMSP-PAC's disclosure

15 report also includes a payment on July 14, 2006 to Ventana Productions for SI, 000 for

16 "radio ftH production estimated cn«t" anH tight Try, g^hiypf^ flff tl^ff CTffljJdflfC gU

17 this expenditure. In an affidavit submitted after the e-mails were produced, Mr. Marsden

18 states that M[a]t the time of this e-mail, I would not have thought that simply providing a list

19 of radio stations broadcasting within the District would have violated the prohibition

20 against coordination. In retrospect, I acknowledge that" by sending the June 15, 2006

21 email, "that I did in Act make a suggestion as to where ada would be run. At the same

22 time, mere were only a relatively small number of radio stations within the District where it

23 would make sense for the RMSP-PAC to run ads." Of course, Mr. Marsden did not merely
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1 provide a list of radio stations broadcasting in the District— which Ms. Resnick could have

2 researched indq>eiKlenUy- î]t, as he acknowledges, thro

3 provided RMSP-PAC at its request with the specific stations on which, in the Schwarz

4 Committee's views, RMSP-PAC "should do ads." In her third affidavit, Ms. Resnick states

5 that she has "no recollection of any coiivenations relating to this suggestion** about the

6 radio stations, but that during the time, she was invoh^ in several canuwgns and dealing

7 with some personal family issues.

8 The July 2006 radio ads, see text in Attachment 4, were coordinated by RMSP-PAC

9 and the Schwarz Committee within the meaning of the Act because they met all three

10 prongs of the coordinated communications test. See II CPU § 109J21(a), (c) and (d).

1 1 First, they met the payment prong because RMSP-PAC paid a total of $6,878 for them

12 (including production costs). Second, they met the content prong because they were public

1 3 communications that referred to Joe Schwarz, a clearly identified House candidate, and

14 were publicly disseminated in July 2006 in Schwarz's jurisdiction within 90 days or fewer

15 before the August 8, 2006 primary election. See 1 1 C.F.R. § 109.21(cX4X9. They also

16 met the content standard because they contained cxprcmi advocacy. A

17 contains express advocacy when it uses phrases such as "vote for the President,** "re-elect

1 8 your Congressman," or "support the Democratic nominee.** See II C.F.R. § 100.22(a).

19 The ads state, after lauding Schwarz's accomplishments, "we know him, want him, back in

20 Congress." The words "we... want him, back in Congress** are similar to the phrases

21 cited in the regulation and they advocate that Mr. Schwarz should be elected. Moreover,

22 those words, and the phrase "ftjhis election is about jobs and the economy, and Joe

23 Schwarz has o^Uvereo^" when taken as a whole or with h^ted reference to external
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1 "could only be intopretcd by a reasonable person" as advocatu^

2 because the "electoral portion** is 4*mimfatair«M t̂ ^pfmmfaippinmf gmt suggestive of only one

3 meaning." See 11 C.F.R. § 100.22(b) and discussion jqpra. Finally, as discussed above,

4 RMSP-PAC distributed the ads on particular radio stations at the request or suggestion of

5 the Schwarz Committee, thus satisfying the conduct prong. See II C.F.R. § 109.21(dXl).

|? 6 A payment for a coordinated rommum
<T>
KI 7 a federal election, and is an in-kind contribution to the candidate's authorized committee
«T
<M 8 that must be reported unless it meets certain exceptions not applicable here. SfeellGFJl
sr
Q 9 § 109.21(b). Multicandidate political committees such as RSMP-PAC may not make
on
<N 10 contributions to a federal candidate and his or her authorized committee, which, in the

11 aggregate, exceed $5,000. 2 U.S.C. § 441a(aX2). RMSP-PAC disclosed a $1,000 direct

12 contribution to the Schwarz Committee on June 13,2005 and an in-kind contribution of

13 $865 on June 20,2006 in connection with a fundraiser that RMSP-PAC held to benefit

14 numerous candidates. The coordinated radio ads in February and July 2006 cost $7,883.

15 Therefore, RMSP-PAC made, and the Schwarz Committee accepted, contributions

16 aggregating $9,748, $4,748 above the contribution limits, in violation of 2 U.S.C.

17 § 441a(a)(2) and 441a(f), respectively, and did not disclose the contributions, in violation

18 of 2 U.S.C. § 434(b). See 11 CJ.R. § 109.21(b).

19 Because the conduct between Matt Marsden and Sarah Resnick involved Mr.

20 Marsden requesting or suggesting to Ms. Resnick the creation and distribution of ads to be

21 run by RMSP-PAC on behalf of the Schwarz Committee, and Ms. Resnick requesting radio

22 stations on whichads were to be run, we ccwdeiedwhenm their actions were knowing

23 and willful. However, it appears that Mr. Marsden and Ms. Resnick had Umited knowledge
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communications, and, while their original responses were not complete, we have no

evidence that the Raps were the product of concealment. 1
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

2.

3.

4. Find no reason to believe that former Congressman Joe Schwarz violated
2U.S.C.§441a(f).

Approve the appropriate letters.

Thomasenia P. Duncan
General Counsel

BY:
Ann Marie T<
Associate General Counsel

for Enforcement

Acting Deputy Associate General Counsel

DeIbertK.Rigsby
Attorney

2. Transcript of RMSP-PAC Radio Ad that ran fixan January 31 to February 3,2006

4.TraiiscriptofRMSP-PACRadioAdthatrannx)mJuly17.2C)06toJuly23t200^
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Republican Main Street Pmrtnerahip PAC Radio
AD to Una in Michigan - Jan. 30 -Feb. 3, 2006
(From Ron Talley and Sarah Chamberlain Resnick)
(202-682-3139 call- 703-622-6722 rontallqyiaol . com)

(Kiaio - OP REAV»PAtriotio- Political) i02 and
r)

i)

CONGRESSMAN JOB SCHHARZ IS A LEADS* WITH
™ ... DEDICATION TO 8VKVZCB ... A RROHQ PBPDBLZCMI
•"> IZCOKD.
(7)

^ UNFORTUNATELY, THERE ARE SOME WHO MOULD RATHER
^ DISTORT THE RECORD AND MISLEAD US.
nJ
«=!

Q DZOTOKviom. xve RC wosnaa — HIS CAMPAIGN is
0 BANKROLLED BY A GROUP OP WASHZNOTON SPECIAL

INTERESTS... who even aupport Danoormta • i!

TBB DlfiVORRO POLITICAXi
HALBERQ,.. AND SUPPORT
CONGRESSMAN JOE SCHMARZ.

UBPVBLICAH RECORD.

(Music up ud oadvr, if

(ANBCR— DX0CUkXMER)
Paid for lay the Republican Main Street Partnership
PAC www.mainitreetpac.caRi

(NORi If tima ia a problem̂  web 01te need sot be
•enticned) et

IS)
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Written by: Client: Issue/Rep MainstrtPrtn: Pact
Salesperson: Fait Co-op:
Length: 60 Start Date: End Date:
Spot Name: Joe Schwarz 002

irS MICHIGAN CONGRESSMAN FRED UPTON. I DONT KNOW ABOUT YOU BUT I CANT

STAND NEGATIVE CAMPAIGN ADS ESPECIALLY LIKE THE ONES AGAINST JOB SCHWARZ.

I'VE KNOWN JOB SCHWARZ A LONG TTMB AND I WE SEEN JOE SCHWARZ INACTION. JOE

" SCHWARZ LEAD THE SUCCESSFUL EFFORT TO KEEP THE NATIONAL GUARD BASE OPEN

CD IN BATTLE CREEK, SAVING THOUSANDS OF JOBS IN OUR OWN BACKYARD. WHETHER

£ IT'S BRINGING BACK HOME MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO WIDEN 1-94, OR KEEPING

™ CANADA'S TRASH OUT, JOE SCHWARZ HAS BEEN A LEADER. JOE SCHWARZ HAS BEEN

^ WILUNO TO STAND UP TO BIG OIL AND SUPPORT LEGISLA^ .

or* WHICH HELPS OUR FARMERS AND LOWERS GAS PRICES. BUT DONT JUST TAKE MY

" WORD FOR IT, BECAUSE OF HIS EFFECTIVE RECORD OF BRINING JOBS BACK HOME TO

MICHIGAN, JOE'S BEEN ENDORSED BY THE CHAMBER, FARM BUREAU, THE TOP

MICHIGAN REPUBLIC AN LEADERS AND OUR PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH. PRETTY GOOD

! MEASURING STICKS. DONT LET OUT OF STATE INTERESTS TELL YOU ANY DIFFERENT,

WE KNOW HIM, WANT HIM, BACK IN CONGRESS. PUT IT IMS WAY, WE ROOT FOR THE

TIGERS, OURHOMETOWNTEAM,NOTTHBSOXORTHBYANKEBS. TfflSELECTIONIS

ABOUT JOBS AND THE ECONOMY, AND JOE SCHWARZ HAS DELIVERED. PAID FOR BY

MAINSTREAM PARTNERSHIP PACT. NOT AUTHORIZED BY ANY CANDIDATE COMMITTEE.

STATION DOCUMENTATION STATEMENT APPROVED BY THE COOPERATIVE AOVERTBONO COMMITTEE OP TUB ASSOCIATION OP
NATIONAL ADVERTISERS. Thto•MDMBMMl«•»jimiM to*««ttnd tatfwMtan'iprapm taf. Ttei

NOTARY iMriSjrMChHMLRMtaOflbU

ATTA


